In this paper we study hereditary torsion theories in the category rWI of left i?-modules over a semiperfect ring R. Specifically we are interested in determining those hereditary torsion theories for which the torsion submodule is a direct summand of every module; we shall use the term splitting hereditary torsion theory when this occurs. Our main tool (Theorem 1) is an extension of a theorem of Jans [ó]. An important special class of splitting hereditary torsion theories is the class of centrally splitting ones; these are determined by central idempotents of the ring. For semiperfect rings in general, it is not known whether every splitting hereditary torsion theory is centrally splitting. However, we show that if R is quasi-Frobenius (QF) then every splitting hereditary torsion theory is centrally splitting. Thus for QF rings there is a one-to-one correspondence between the splitting hereditary torsion theories and the central idempotents in the ring.
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This paper is a part of the author's Ph.D. thesis written under the supervision of Professor F. W. Anderson and submitted to the graduate faculty of the University of Oregon in the summer of 1968. The author wishes to express his appreciation to Professor Anderson for his advice and for his many very helpful suggestions. Throughout this paper the term "ring" will mean an associative ring with unit 1, and all modules are assumed to be unitary left modules. For the definition and basic properties of semiperfect rings see [3] or [7] . Dickson [4] A hereditary torsion class 3 is a strongly complete Serre class, and Gabriel [5 ] has shown that there is a one-to-one correspondence between such classes and strongly complete filters F(3) of left ideals of the ring R, where F(3) denotes the set of all left ideals 7 of R such that R/IQ3. We call F(3) the torsion filter of 3. Conversely, assume that (3, S) is centrally splitting. Then, by (a) of Theorem 1, there exists a central idempotent e of R such that Rc = Re and Rt=R(l-e). Using the facts that 3 and ST are each closed under homomorphic images and that M = eM@(l-e)M for any module M, the result can now be checked.H It is not difficult to see that e<->(3e, 5t) gives a one-to-one correspondence between the centrally splitting torsion theories and the central idempotents of R.
Let (3, S) be a hereditary torsion theory; if this torsion theory is splitting, then necessarily every indecomposable module is either torsion or torsion-free. In particular, for such a torsion theory every principal indecomposable module is either torsion or torsion-free (a module is principal indecomposable in case it is isomorphic to Re for some primitive idempotent e in R). Moreover, if R is a semiperfect ring and if e is a primitive idempotent in 7?, then Je is the (unique) largest submodule of Re, where J denotes the Jacobson radical of R. Thus Re/Je is simple, and so it is either in 3 or in 5\
We shall call (3, ÍF) principal provided Assume that (3, 3e) is centrally splitting with 3 = 3, and 3r = ï« for a central idempotent « of R. It is easy to see that ff is closed under homomorphic images, so that ReQ3(S) implies that Re/JeQSfô) trivially. Suppose that Re/JeQ3; then t(Re/Je)=Re/Je and hence e(Re)=Re since Je is the (unique) largest submodule of Re. Thus ReQ5; the corresponding proof for 3 is nearly identical.B If R is a right perfect ring, then Alin [l, Corollary 2.3.3] has shown that every hereditary torsion class is a TTF class. Thus for a right perfect ring, principal is equivalent to centrally splitting.
If (3, 5 ) is a torsion theory for Rffl, then every simple module belongs either to 3 or to ï; thus the simple modules are partitioned into two disjoint classes. On the other hand, if R is semisimple then every module is a direct sum of simple modules. Hence any partition of the simple modules into two disjoint classes closed under isomorphisms characterizes a torsion theory for ¿Hfl.
Corollary
6. If R is semisimple, then every torsion theory for rTI is centrally splitting.
Proof. By Theorem 5, since every torsion theory is trivially principal.■ From Corollary 6 (or directly) we infer that every torsion theory for rW is hereditary when R is semisimple. This assertion can also be shown to be true if R is a local uniserial ring, since then the only torsion theories for ¿eSTJÎ are the trivial ones. Now we turn to QF rings; for this case we can characterize all of the splitting hereditary torsion theories. 
